
Men's ankle hiking boots TECNICA-Magma MID S GTX Ms shadow fiume/fresh lava

Available sizes Reference number Ean number Quantity
39,5 791995 8050459875775 3+
40 791996 8050459875782 3+
40 2/3 770362 8050459875799 3+
41,5 770363 8050459875805 3+
42 770364 8050459875812 3+
42,5 770365 8050459875829 3+
43 1/3 770366 8050459875836 3+
44 770367 8050459875843 3+
44,5 770368 8050459875850 3+
45 770369 8050459875867 3+
45 2/3 770370 8050459875874 3+
46,5 770371 8050459875881 3+
47 2/3 791998 8050459875904 2 ks
48,5 791999 8050459875911 3+
49 1/3 792000 8050459875928 1 ks

Suggested retail price: 209.99 € s DPH

Description

Tecnica men's shoes. Men's hiking boots in a modern look and with excellent functional features will delight hiking
lovers. The Magma model is intended for all mountain terrains. Outdoor shoes provide a new level of grip and ankle
protection and support. On the other hand, the construction of the trekking shoes is light, which you will definitely
appreciate. The upper made of hydrophobic polyamide mesh ensures breathability. Tecnica footwear has a Gore-
Tex® Extended Comfort membrane.

Trekking shoes have the possibility of individual adaptation to each foot. Thanks to CAS technology, it is possible to
achieve a perfect individual tailor-made cut. An excellent feature of ankle hiking shoes is grip and protection in any
terrain, which is ensured by the Vibram® Megagrip™ Litebase™ XO SHIELD sole. Thanks to these boots for the
forest, your performance when going down the hill will also be supported thanks to the wider heel in the rear part.
Shock absorption is a matter of course thanks to the midsole with EVA foam.
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Product details:

ankle hiking boots
modern look
light construction
breathable
the possibility of individual customization using CAS technology
cushioning is ensured by the EVA foam midsole
high grip and protection thanks to the Vibram® Megagrip™ sole
membrane Gore-Tex® Extended Comfort
also suitable for technically demanding terrains

EXCLUSIVELY AT EXISPORT - Tailor-made footwear in just 15 minutes
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